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Abstract
In this paper we study the dynamic user-equilibrium problem. The devel-
opment of Intelligent Vehicle Highway Systems (IVHS) has made this problem
very popular in the recent years. In this paper we take a hydrodynamic theory
approach. Hydrodynamic theory provides us with a set of laws that describe
the dynamics governing the problem and give rise to a general model. Our
goals in this paper are: (i) using these laws to propose and study a model for
the problem and simpler forms that arise. (ii) through our model to propose
travel time functions for the problem and (iii) to propose methods for solving
our model in the disjoint path network case. In this last part we propose a
dynamic version of the equilibration algorithm and an algorithm which speeds
it up and is particularly efficient for large scale networks.
'Preparation of this paper was supported, in part, by NSF Grant 9312971-DDN from the Na-
tional Science Foundation.
tOperations Research Center. IIT. Cambridge. NMA 02139.
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A".
1 Introduction
Network equilibrium problems capture a w-ide variety of probler1ms arisin in areas of
applications as diverse as urban transportation planning. routing mtessages in com-
munication networks. mechanical systems. electric power systenms and ecuilibrium
problems in economics. The widespread applicability of these robilem- 'as made
them as a result. an extensive topic of research over the last thi:- -years.
All these problems have the common characteristic that there is an underlined
network with travel demands associated for every origin-destination (0O D pair of
nodes and a cost function for every arc of the network that describes how- le travel
cost depends on the flow of that arc. The goal of these problems is o preaic: the traf-
fic flow pattern on the network so that an equilibrium property is estab'ished. There
are two types of network equilibrium problems: (a) the user-opti.mizr, pa:'-e r. with
the equilibrium property that once established. no user can decrease his .er traveel
cost by making a unilateral decision to change his/her route and (-; te system-
optimizing pattern with the property that it is assigned so as to inimize the total
travel cost in the network. In 1952. Wardrop [57] estabiished -hese tw-o -pes of
equilibria. w-hich are also known as \Vardrop's principles. In 1.-7. Smlth formu-
lated the equilibrium conditions for the static traffic equilibrium robleml see 54].
[553). which then in 1950. Dafermos ca-st into a variational inequalit"y priob>lern ( ee
[13]. [1.] ]. [14].
During the recent ears. researchers have extensively studied static problelms of
the above two types and have developed theory and algorithms for them. The book
by Nagurney 43] and by Harker [28 as well as the review papers by Magnanti [37]
and by Florian and Hearn [22] and the references they cite provide a thorough re-
view of the problem. These problems have the common characteristic that the flow
on every arc remains constant with time. Nevertheless. in urban transportation net-
works. for example. nonstatic flow often prevails in the transitional period preceding
rush hour and in the vicinit- of trafic signals or accidents. Undesirable phenomena
)
then appear such as the formation of traffic jams. These are phenomena. which are
dynamic in nature and therefore. we cannot model them into the framework of static
models. As a result. although static models are successful in describing certain flow
conditions. experience often indicates that. especially in congested networks. the
variations of flow with time are substantial and cannot be ignored. especially since
traffic congestion has become rather acute in recent ears. Moreover. the develop-
ment of Intelligent Vehicle Highway Systems (IVHS). which has as g,:c to relieve
traffic congestion and reduce the travel time of travelers. has motivated even more
research on dynamic network equilibrium problems. Therefore. they have become
very relevant as well as important problems in operations research. in recent years.
In these problems. given a network and an origin-destination (O/D] travel de-
mand departure rate. we seek to predict the time-varying traffic pattern o that an
equilibrium property of one of the two types we described above is established.
Starting with the 1978 papers of Merchant and -Nemhauser (see [41] and 42j]) and
by Carey (see [8] and [9]). which study a system-equilibrium dynamic assignment
problem, but also the papers by Ben-Akiva et al (see [11. [2] and [3]). Chlang and
Mahmassani (see [11]) and more recently the papers by Smith and Ghali (see [56]).
Cascetta [10]. Bernstein et al (see [4]. [5]. [6] and [7]). and Friesz et al (see [25].
[26]) dynamic network equilibrium problems have become very popular. There has
been an increasing literature on both the system and the user-equilibrium dynamic
assignment problems. A number of theoretical approaches have been proposed.
The paper by Friesz [24] and recently the book by Ran and Boyce [51] and the
references therein provide a ththorough review. Two basic versions of the dynamic
network equilibrium problem exist in the literature. In this paper we will assume
for simplicity that travel cost is measured as travel time. The first version uses as
path travel cost at time t, the summation of the arc travel costs at time t along
the path and is called the instantaneous travel cost (see for example the papers by
Merchant and Nemhauser [41], [42], and by Friesz et al. [25]). The second one uses
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as path travel cost at time t. te summation of the arc travel costs. where the arc
travel cost is now determined at the actual time that thle flow along the path arrives
at the arc instead of the initial time t and is called :he actual travel cost see for
example the papers by Bernstein et al [41. [5:. Friesz et al 125]. [26. \\Wl '3>).
Researchers often study these problems using a variarional inequality rleory ap-
proach (see for example Bernstein et al [41 [51. Friesz et al [5'. '26. Wu .5 ;.
There is a big literature on variational inequalities studied in a static setring (see
for example the rev-iew- papers by Harker and Pang 29 and by Pang [45! and the
references they cite'. Recentlr there has also been work on variational inequalities
studied in a dynamic setting. see for example Dupuis and Nagurney- 201. Zang and
Nagurney- [59[). This latter work provides a connection between variational inequal-
ities and dynamical systems and gives rise to a new approach in the problem. with
interesting applications in transportation systems and economics (see for examnile
Nagurney and Aronson [45]. and Nagurney. Takay-ama and Zang [461. Te recent
book by Nagurney '44' also summarizes these results.
In this paper we study a dynamic user-equilibrium problen usinr,g ac.,ali trave
costs (travel times'. Our goals in this work are:
(a) to use hydrodynamic theory in order to propose and study a new model that
captures the dynamic nature of the problem for netw-ors.
(b) through this model to derive travel time functions for networks and finall-
(c) to devise algorithms for solving the dynamic user-equilibrium model we proposed
in the disjoint path case. but also to provide complexit- results in this latter case.
A complexity analysis for the general static variational inequality problem can be
found in [39].
The new model we propose for the problem captures its dynamic nature by taking
a hydrodynamic theory approach. Rather than viewing vehicles as individual ones
we view traffic flow as a whole. Lighthill and Whitham developed the hydrodynamic
theory of traffic floew in 34 3 and 3.5 (see also 27] for more cletails'. \We employ this
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theory to take a macroscopic view of traffic flow by simulating its behavior to the
behavior of a fluid. Using this approach we give a characterization of the traffic
conditions on networks by describing the laws that govern the system and capture
its dynamic nature. Finally. the solution methods we propose in this paper focus
on networks with disjoint paths. Nevertheless, this analysis provides a building
block" for studying general type networks. using this approach. in the future.
In Section 2, we review the hydrodynan.. theory approach and propose a model
for the dynamic user-equilibrium problem for general type networks. In Section 3.
we propose travel time functions for this model under a variety of traffic conditions.
Our analysis provides travel time functions that are separable with respect to the
path flow. The travel time functions we propose will .so enable us (or the traffic
planner) to predict the departure time of the commuter from home' in order to be
at work" on a specified time and suggest optimal departure policies. In Section 4 we
illustrate how our general model simplifies for networks under various assumptions.
Finally, in Section .5 we propose solution methods in the special case of disjoint path
networks. This section also provides complexity results for the model. The first
algorithm we propose is an extension of the equilibration algorithm that Dafermos
and Sparrow have proposed for static transportation problems (see [17]. [181), to
problems in a dynamic setting. Moreover, in this paper we propose an algorithm
which is faster than the equilibration algorithm. This new algorithm combines the
equilibration algorithm [18] with a binary search and is particularly efficient for large
scale networks. Each step of these algorithms reduces to solving an unrestricted
minimization problem. which has a closed form solution in the linear separable case.
Ve illustrate how these algorithms apply in the nonlinear case.
The algorithms we study in this paper apply directly to the continuous time
case and do not require us to discretize the departure time interval as is done
often in the literature (see for example [4], [30], [31]. [58]). This discretization
converts the infinite dimensional variational inequality problem that we seek to
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solve into a finite dinmensional one oer a cartesian product. We wish to avoid this
discretization because it gives rise to large scale problems and it requires. in some
cases (see [30j. [31:). rather restrictive assumptions. such as that each individual
interval in the approximation to be of length larger than a certain value. Therefore.
making such approximations can be less accurate and restrictive but also hard to
solve. Furthermore. such appro:.:imations make the problem lose some of its dynaric
nature.
In Section 6 we offer conclusions and open questions.
2 Dynamic user-equilibrium through hydrodynamic the-
ory
In this section we employ the hydrodynamic theory of traffic flo- that Liathil ac
Whitham developed in 34' a:: d '35. for a single stretch of road in order to propose a
dynamic user-equilibriu:n model for general networks. This approach describes the
dynamics of the system capturing the dynamic nature of the problem. First let s
review h-drodynamic heor.- on a single stretch of road.
2.1 Hydrodynamic theory of traffic flow on a single stretch of road
Our goal in this subsection is to provide an answer to the question what is he trae
time to traverse a stretch of road. hen a traveler starts his/her trip at time t The
travel time we will derive should be a function of the initial conditions (that is. a
function of the rate of flow of traffic at the beginning of the road). To describe
the traffic conditions in the system that capture its dynamic nature. we will employ
the hydrodynamic theory of traffic flow. This will provide us with a set of laws
that describe the traffic conditions in a dynamic setting. In this subsection we will
describe this set of laws by reviewing the hydrodynamic theory approach. Lighthill
and Whitham [34>, [35' and the book by Haberman [2,] provide more details.
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Remark:
In our subsequent analysis we will denote by r = 7(z. t) the time it takes a traveler
to reach point x of a road when starting his/her trip at time t.
Let us first review our notation. We will consider an arc (a stretch of road) of
length L. The fundamental traffic variables on this stretch of road are: (a) the flow
field that describes the rate of traffic flow f(x t + T) that crosses the point z at time
t + (measured in vehicles per unit of time). (b) the density field that describes the
rate of density k(x. t- -) at the interval [O, ] at time t t 7 (measured in vehicles per
mile), and, (c) the velocity field u(x. t + ) at the point x and time t + (measured
in miles per unit of time).
Let us now describe the laws that govern the system. There is a close relationship
among the three fields we just described. namely,
f(x. t + r) = k(x. t + u).U(x. t 7 r). for all . . (1)
Furthermore, the rate of flow f(z. t + r) and the rate of density k(x, t - r) relate
through the principle that in a stretch of road with no exits there is conservation
of vehicles, that is. no vehicles are lost while crossing this stretch of road. The
following conservation law describes this principle,
af(x, t + r) ak(zx. t + T)
+ =0. (2)
Haberman in [27] provides more details on how to derive (2) through the principle
of conservation of cars.
From (2), if we know the velocity field of the vehicles, it is easy to solve a partial
differential equation in order to determine the unknown rate of flow f(x, t+r) or the
rate of density k(x, t + -). In a mechanical system, for example. we would determine
the velocity field by investigating the forces in the system. We would, in fact, use
Newton's law to study the motion of the particles in it and determine from there their
velocity field. However. there is no equivalent Newton's law describing the manner
in which cars move. The forces" governing the system in this case are the decisions
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of the individual drivers. These are the forces" that cause vehicles to move in a
certain way. However. to overcome this difficulty. in the mid-19.50's Lighthill and
WVhitham [35] and independently Richards 531. proposed the simplifying assumption
that the velocity of a car at any point along the road depends only on the density
of the cars. that is. through the function
u = 5(k). (:3j
which has been determined through measurements and is a given function. If there
are no other cars on the road (that is. we have zero traffic density) then it is reason-
able to assume that (O0) = ua. n-here ua is the maximum velocity. Mloreover.
we assume that the function (.) is strictly decreasing in order to accoulnt for the
congestion effect. In fact. at a cer:ain density. km,,a. where kma: is the aximum
density corresponding to bumper-ro-bumper" traffic. 0(kma = . A possible
choice of a function u(.) that has been used in the literature (see for exa.:pie Mlah-
masssani and Herman 36],. and satisfies the previous assumptions. is ..the linear
function.
k
Finally. we also need to observe that vehicles travel along rajectories of the
ordinary differential equation that describes the velocit- field. that is.
d
d = u( X. t).(.
d:
To summarize. in order to compute the travel time function T(L. t = (L. t;
for the travelers traveling on this road. with traffic conditions that are described by
laws (1). (2) but also (3) (or (4)) and (5). To perform these computations. given
some intial conditions (namely. the rate of flow at the beginning of the road). we
need to solve the previous system. We first observe that using laws (1) and (3) we
can simplify (2) to a partial differential equation either in f or in k such as.
k 3kf ak
-, i.O= o. (6)07; Ok"h· 8
Therefore. our solution procedure involves the following steps. Firts using 6). under
the assigned initial conditions, to determine the density field k. Then using (3) and
(1) to determine the fields u and f as well. Finally. to determine the travel time by
solving the differential equation (5) with initial condition (O0. t) = 0.
2.2 A model for the dynamic user-equilibrium problem through
hydrodynamic theory
In this subsection we use the hydrodynamic theory approach that we reviewed. in
order to propose a general model for the user-equilibrium problem in a dynamic
setting. Our model applies to general type networks.
First we need to describe the network and its characteristics and introduce some
notation.
We are given a network G = (N., I). The network has a total of V nodes in a
set N, a total of I arcs in a set I. a total of I O/D pairs in a set 1;W. and a total of
P paths in a set P. ,We also have a total of P/ paths in a set P,.. connecting every
O/D pair w. Let [0, T] be the fixed time period of the departure time t we will be
considering. The total length of an arc i I is Li and of a path p _ P is Lp. The
variables xi and xp denote a point in the arc i and in the path p respectively. The
function d,(t) denotes the demand rate function on each O/D pair wt. while the
functions Fp(O, t) and f(0, t) denote the flow rate at the beginning of the path p.
and the flow rate at the beginning of the arc i. at time t respectively. WVe denote by
Afi(Li, t) the accumulative flow on arc i at time t. Moreover, we let F(O. t) denote
the vectors of the rates of path flows at the beginning of the paths and f(0, t) the
vectors of the rates of the arc flows at the beginning of the arcs, at time t. The
function Tp(Lp, t) denotes the time it takes to traverse a path p of length Lp starting
the trip at time t. As we will demonstrate in Section 3, we may also view this as a
function Tp(Lp, t) = Tp(F(O, t)) of the vector of the rates of the path flows F(0, t)
at time t. Similarly, the function Ti(Li, t) denotes the time it takes to traverse an
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arc i of length L, starting the trip at time t. W\e ma! also view his as a function
Ti(Li. t) = Ti(f(O. t) of the vector of the rates of the arc flows f(O. t rit time t.
Observe that travel times on paths p and travel times on arcs i connect through
T(L p. t) = TL(Li. t T+,(F(O. )' j* /
iEi
6ip = 1. if path p contains arc i and 0 otherwise. loreover. Tip(F O. t ) c.enores the
travel time to traverse a path p until the beginning of arc i.
Example: Consider a network where path p is the sequence of arcs 1. 2. 3. Then
(7) implies that.
Tp(Lp. t) = Ti(L. t) T,(L. t + T p(F(0. t))) - TiL:3, t' Tp(F(O. =
T1 (L 1l t) +T(L 2. - T(Ll. t)) T3 (L 3. t - T(L t T.(L 2. TL. t,
Moreover. we let u, and ki denote the traffic speed and the traifc densir- on arc
i and and up and k on path p respectively. Finally. we let u . : d u.
k a denote the maximum traffic speed in arc i and path p respDec-iv-ev. The ,trafic
speed vector u as well as the density vector k depend on the deparrure t:e t.
Assuming that the travelers in the network operate under Wardrop's user-optimizing
principle. the dynamic user-equilibrium problem is the problem of indin a aay of
distributing the demand rate functions d,(t) of each O/D pair ' amo:g the set
of paths P, connecting this OJ/D pair. so that for each time t a user-ecuilibriunm
property is established: in the sense that no user can decrease his/her t-avel time
by making a unilateral decision to change his/her travel path. As relation '7) illus-
trates. in this paper we use as cost functions the actual travel time functions rather
than the instantaneous one.
We impose the following assumptions.
Al Every user in the network has full information over the departure :i.e period
[0o T.
A2 Arcs in the network have no exits. This implies that there is conser--ation of
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cars in the arc. that is. (2) holds.
A3 Finally we assume that the traffic speed on arc i depends on the vector of
densities. that is. ui = i(k).
We are now ready to propose the following dynamic user-equilibrium model. Ve
seek to solve (perhaps after re-ordering the path indices).
Model 1
T, (L_ t) = ... = m(L, t) < Tm,, (Lm . l.t) < .. .< ,, t), (8)
for all w V and t _ 0. T]. satisfying.
Fl, (0. t), .... Fm,(0. t) > O. Fm,, (0. t) = ... F,,(O. t) = 0. for all wL' ' W (9)
Fp(O.,t) = d(t). for all w E It (10)
Tp(Lp, t) = T(L, t + Tp(F(O. t)))Eip. for all P, (11)
iEl
fi(0. t + T(F(O. t))) = ) ipFp(O0 t). for all i ' I, (12)
pEP
Ui = fti(k). (13)
dk,(i Ti ) 9fi(xi I, T(14)dT,(xi.T ) + = 0 for all i E I, (14)
dT,(zx, t) 1dxi - , for all i 1 , (15)
T(,t) = , for all i I, (16)
for all t E [0, T].
Therefore, the user-equilibrium problem seeks to determine the path flows Fp(O, t),
p e P, the arc flows fi(0, t), i E I and densities ki(0, t) i E I that satisfy (8) and
the feasibility conditions (9). (10), (11), (12), (13). (14), (15) and (16). We de-
note by C(t) the set of flows and densities (f(O, t),. F(O, t), k(O, t)) satisfying all the
feasibility conditions.
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Remark:
In order to compute the accumulative arc flow Af, on the arc i in terms of the path
flow rate we need to impose the following assumption.
A4 As argued by Friesz et al '26'. we assume that no vehicle can overtake another
on a path.
First let us denote by ip an arc along a path p. then i-p denotes its recldecessor
arc along that path p. Suppose that we depart at time t and while travel:1g across
path p, at time t we arrive at the tail of arc i. Then t = t(t) = t :,F(O. t').
Alternatively. w-e denote by t = tat). the departure time of a user whlo. while
traveling across path p. arrives at the tail of the arc i at time t. Fu:'-.ermlore.
= tip(t) = (t'ti))- Then t(i) < ) if < _
Observe that it follows that the travelers that arrive at the tail of arc -p (while
traveling along path p' at time t. must have started their trip later than the ravelers
who arrive at the same time t at the tail of the successor arc i ((along path p).
Therefore ti-pi't) > tip(t).
The following equation provides a connection between path flow rate aind accui-
mulative arc Low A,-f, on arc i.
Af.s) F(O.l] dl. for all i I. p P. t r O. '. (17)
where xp denotes the point of path p where we are located. and Af, p(L,. denotes
the arc flow induced by the flow in path p. on arc i. at time s. Then the oral flow
on arc i is
Af(Li, t T(F(O. t))) = ipAfTp(Lit + Tp(F(O. t))). for all i I. (iS)
pEP
There are two approaches we can follow in order to study .Model 1. We can
either use numerical approximation methods in order to handle some of the harder
constaints in the model (for example the conservation law (14)). or alternatively.
by imposing some additional reasonable assumptions. derive closed form solutions
for some of the harder constraints which as a result will give rise to more tractable
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forms of the model. In this paper we will take this latter approach. The closed form
solutions we will derive for some of the constraints will also provide us with useful
insights on the problem.
3 Computing travel time functions on networks
In this section. we will use the model we proposed in order to compute travel time
functions as functions of the flow rate. In particular. nwe will derive quadratic and lin-
ear separable travel time functions of the flow rate. The linear separable travel time
functions are common in the literature (see for example 1]. [21. [3]. 6j, [26). Using
the fluid approximation by Newell (see [L47i) one can also derive such travel time
functions when there is a deterministic queueing process at a bottleneck. Moreover.
by making our assumptions more dynamic in nature we will also derive separable
quadratic-type travel time functions. Although the analysis in this section derives
travel time functions on paths p. as functions of the path flow rate at the beginning
of path p, that is. Tp(Lp, t) = Tp(Fp(O. t)). we should observe that through a similar
analysis we can compute travel time functions on arcs i as functions of the rate of
flow at the beginning of the arc. that is. T,(Li, t + Tp) = Ti(f(O. t + Tp)). where
t + Tip is the time a traveler would arrive at the beginning of arc i when traveling
through path p and starting his/her trip at time t. We apply the analysis in terms
of path flows for no particular reason and the we note in a remark how a similar
analysis applies in the arc case. The analysis of this section will also allow us to
derive simpler forms for Model 1. since it will help us eliminate some of the harder
constraints by providing closed form solutions for them.
Since we perform the analysis in this section in terms of path flows. we first
summarize the corresponding laws describing the dynamics of the network in terms
of the paths. These laws correspond to the laws we described in Subsection 2.1,
namely,
(i) the relation between the path flosx field, the density field and the velocity field
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on the path. ;1;. that is. Fp(. t p) = up(. t+ pkp. t p,.
(ii) the conservation of cars in a path. (). that is. a' .:--') ck0,i.t-r,'
(iii) the velocity field on the path as a function of the density on the path. (3). that
is. Up = aLpk;.
(iv) Furthermore. the travelers on a path p travel along trajectories of the oridinary
differential equation that describes (5) similarly to the revious subsection. that is.
dr = Up( . t -p
A crucial assumption that makes the analysis for the path case tractable. is that
we assume that the speed on path p depends only on the density on this path. That
is. (iii) (or A3, becomes
A3' up = ip 'i, .
As we already observed in Subsection 2.1. in order to compute the travel time
Tp(Lp.t) as a func:tion of the path flow field F(t.0'. we need to solve 1). (3).
(5) and (6). as we described them in terms of paths above. Nevertheless. (6) is a
quasilinear hyperbolic partial differential equation and therefore. solving it is not a
simple process (see for example [12'. 331). For that reason in this section we w;-ili
construct travel time functions b solving these equations vwith the impnosition of
some additional assumptions.
In the remainder of this panr wofe will be worin, ith the path flow field FD
rather than w-ith the density field kp on a path p. Therefore. as a first step we need
to express the velocity field u and the density kp as functions of the rate of path
flow Fp.
Proposition 1 : Consider a netwzork governed by the lavws we described above. If
we assume that
up = p(k) = linear function of kp. (19)
1
o. (20)(U MCX)6
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hold. then the path Jlow field on path p can be expressed as a function of the density
on the path through the equation.
, - FD _a 0 Fp (21)
Uma U Ma_
where ap = - dk 'O)
Proof: Assumption (19) implies that in a Taylor expansion we can express the
velocity field as
zp(kp) = up(O) + d kpO)
dkp 
That is, the function p(kp) is of the form
Up(kp) = UP -ap(uma): (22)
where a = - 1 zi ) In the special case of (4) this constant becomes a =
up'lk, . Replacing 22) in (1) implies that
Fp(kp) = up ,zkp - ap (UPax) 2k. (23)
Therefore, in order to compute the density field kp as a function of the path flow
rate Fp we need to solve (23) with respect to kp. The exact solution of this binomial
equation is,
kp= [1 - 1 - 4apFp].
=2apumax
Setting /1---4aFp- = 6(Fp) 2 and using (20) imply that
2 2 dO'(0)1 1 d2o(0)
o(Fp) = O(0) 2 + d( ) Fp d--( Fdk, 2 dk 
F, a F2We therefore, conclude that kp = .- + -- , that is. (21). Q.E.D.
Remark:
The question that arises is, how restrictive are assumptions (19), (20)?
1) Assumption (19) is a common assumption in the literature, (for example, in [361
1.5
(19) takes the form of (4)). \e should also note that the result of this proposition
also follows when are dealing with low density systemns. that is. when k is small.
Then it is also reasonable to approximate the velocity field (kp = p(.-
since the second order terms of this Taylor expansion disappear. Never hlele.ss. we
should note that in ;19) (or (4)) do not need to assume that we are dealing with
low density- s-ystems.
2) When the maximum speed on a path p is fairly large. (that is. when u ) is
very large) then it is reasonable to impose assumption (20). For exan.:le. if the
speed limit on a path is 40 miles per hour then (uP a) = 4096 which we lmax view
for all practical purposes as infinit-y.
Next. we will use the explicit expression that we obtained above for the density
field on path p as a function of the path flow field on path p. in order 7o simplif-
conservation law (2) (and as a result (6))
Proposition 2 · Consider a net:ork governed by the auws that 7Le prf::ousliy de-
scribed. .Assume (as in Proposition 1) that assumptions (9) and ('20. :old. ,4s-
sume that we started the trip at time t. Then g is ea continuously derentiabe
function of p at the beginnin7g of path p. that is. for some fired depar-tre time t
Fp(0. t + p= gp(,). The path flow field Fp can be found through te solution, of
the partial differential equation
( ) ap &F = 0. (24')
Moreover, (24) has a continuously differentiable solution in path p. 0 < x < Lp.
if and only if the first derivative of the path rate function gp satisfies the ollowing
boundedness assumption.
dgp(r ) UPma_
dsp > ->2aLP 
Proof: Using (1) from Proposition 1 we replace the density kp on path p in partial
differential equation (6). Therefore. the partial differential equation (24' easil-
follows. As an initial condition to (24) we use Fp(O. t - = 9p(r). where 9,p(p) iS
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the function at the entrance of path p and is a function in terms of p. Solving this
problem in path p determines the path flow field Fp(x. t + p).
Nevertheless. when the function gp is a continuously differentiable function. then
(24) has a continuously differentiable solution in path p. 0 < < L if and only if
condition (2.5) holds. Next we illustrate why this is true.
Using the classical method of characteristics (see Haberman [271 for more de-
tails), we conclude that for every (x. t + p) the solution Fp(x. t ,p) of (24) has
the property that it remains constant along the characteristic line which passes
2aFthrough the point (. t + pr) and has slope r = + 2 Therefore. if we let
Umax
(0 t + sp(x. t - rp)) be the point at which the characteristic line intersects the time
axis, we conclude that.
Fp(z. t + r-) = F(O. t s p(.x. t rp)) = gp(Sp(X. t -?)) (26)
Therefore,
1 2apFp(x.t + ?p) t + 
_p - t - sp(X t p) -p - p( t + )p)
P + p = = (27)
Umax max X X
Solving this we obtain,
p) = PUPx - x - 2apxgp(sp(. t + 7p))
Umax
This in turn implies that
asp(z, t + rp) 1
Pp dsp
In order to avoid discontinuities we need 9SP(xtrr) > 0, that is, condition (25).
Q.E.D.
Remark:
If (25) fails then the solution breaks down and a discontinuity develops in the form
of a shock wave.
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In this paper we imnpose assumption °25) on gp. It assumes that the clhanges in
gp in terms of -,p are relatively slow. Mforeover. for uch problems the olow fields
induced are smooth.
Proposition 3 : Consider a network gocerned by the laws that we pre¢tously de-
scribed. Assume (as in Propostions 1 and 2 that assumptions 19) arnd 201 hold.
If the path fouw rate at the beinning of path p s linear in terms of -. that .s.
Fp(O,t + 7p) = gp() = .p(t; - Bp(t)? satisfying (25j. that uS. Bpt) 
· ' , " 2apLp
then (24) has a continmuously dferentiable solution in path p. 0 < x < Lp. iven by
Fp. t_ ,p; = 't) , - B(t)x- .4p(t)uPa (28)
Proof: To determine smooth solutions to (24 we use the classical mehoc of char-
acteristics (see [2j. For ever.y x. t - T-) the solution Fp(x. t + p) of (2' remains
constant along the characteristic line which passes through the point ' . - p) and
has slope d - 2:1 F: Let (0. t s- ' . t - be the point at wlich the
characteristic line inrersects the time axis. and is a fnction of (x. t ,, tat is.
sp = sp(x. t + -). Therefore.
Fp(. t ,p = Fp(0. t s) =gp Sp). (29)
Moreover.
1 2apF, x. t , - (30
171 (30)
Umna UmaxX
Replacing gp(sp) = .Ap(t) + Bp(t)s in (29) and using (30). we compute
s'(. t _-- - =urP - - 2a.Alp(t)x
Sp( . apBpB t)x ±max
Moreover. if the boundedness condition (25) holds. we can uniquely determine
the path flow field Fp(x. t + -p) from (29) and (30) to be
Bp(t) p - - Bp(t)Zx - App(t)U Pn.
Umax 'aB t)x 
1S
that is (28). Q.E.D.
In what follows we will use functions gp of the type gp(rp) = Ap(t) + Bp(t)7p and
through the previous analysis. we will determine travel time functions for the trav-
elers to traverse path p. as functions of path flows on path p. e base our com-
putations on the observation that vehicles travel along trajectories of the ordinary
differential equation d = Up. Furthermore. using (1) and (21) we obtain
1 1 apFp
Up Umax Umax
Combining the above we conclude that we can compute the travel time function
Tp = rp(Lp, t) through the solution of the ordinary differential equation
d7p 1 apFp(x, t -) (31)
dx UmaX Urnmax
with p(O. t) = 0. In particular. the following theorem performs this computation
for the particular choice of path flow function gp.
Theorem 1 : Consider a network governed by the laws we previously described.
Assume that assumptions (19) and (20) hold. Suppose the function at the beginning
of the path is linear in rp, that is, gp(,p) = Ap(t) + Bp(t)Tp and satisfies (25), that
is, B(t) > W. ue can compute travel time functions through the following
equation,
Tp = 'p(Lp t) = [1 + 2 aB (t) + (32)"L I + ( a2v) B) 
Proof: Observe that under the assumptions we imposed and using the analysis of
Propositions 1. 2, 3. Bp(t) = >g(r)  -i implies. as we argued above. that (24)d-rp 2a,Lp
has a continuously differentiable solution. We obtain this solution via (19) and (20)
as in Proposition 3,
Fp(, t -+ p) - mBP(t)UmaxT - Bp(t)x + Ap(t)uP
Fp (X. t + p) + a max~ (33)
UPmaz + 2apBp(t)x
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Furthermore. replacing Fp(x. t - ) in (31) we obtain the linear ordinary differential
equation
d- anB(t) apBp(t)x -ap.Ap(t)TPa. uPmax
dx 2apB Lt). + u Ia= P uPax(2apBp(t)x uP ax)
with initial condition ,p(O.t) = 0. This initial condition is making the obvious
assumption that the travel time to reach the beginning of the path is 0. Soling
this linear ordinary differential equation we find a closed form solution for he travel
time Tp = (Lp. t)
L p ____ 2ap.Ap(t)Tp =,p(Lp. t) = P [1 + 2a ( 
that is. (32). Q.E.D.
The following corollary provides a more tractable expression of the travel time
function on path p.
Corollary 1 : Consider a netz'ork governed by the las u'e have described. ..Assume
that assumptions (i9/ and (20,) hold. Suppose the function gp at the beginning of
path p is linear in %. that is. pp) = Ap(t) Bp(t)p and satisfies
max >> Bapa l > » t) >( -312apL > PapLp
Then (32) simplifies as follouws.
Tp = ,'L.t) = P P A() p .p(t)Bp(t). (3
UWmaz Umax (Umax)
Proof: In Theorem 1 we have shown that the travel time on path p. T can be
computed through (32'. It is well-known that (1 zX)a 1-ax. whenever. << 1.
Therefore. (34) implies that 2B,(t) << 1 and so ( 2 ,L BP (t) 1
12a L L 2a,L,.4,(t)
u-tBp(t). As a result. (32) becomes Tp = p(Lp t) = : U az-pBp(t=
.-- +ap ,, Ap(t)(1 -ap ,B, .1 oreover. (34). implies that Tp p 
ma u m aP -p (t) ,p (t). ' .
t+ ap- ' -.p---,' - 2Bp(t)Ap(t). Q.E.D.
P A Pr ' , ma)2
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In the remaining of this subsection we will apply the previous analysis in order
to propose travel time functions on paths. We should note that assumption A1 that
is. that travelers have full information over the total departure time period (that is.
[O. T]). is necessary for the subsequent approximations.
Consider a traveler who starts his1/her trip on the given O/D pair at time t.
The traveler makes the assumption that for a fixed departure time t. the path flow
rate at the beginning of paths p at subsequent times t rp, is a function gp(rp)
of p, that is. Fp(O.t + p) = p(.p). In general. this path flow rate is a nonlinear
function of both the departure time t and the travel time A. Using this as an initial
condition the traveler then solves the boundary value problem (24). and determines
the path flow field F-(x. t + -p). Subsequently. he/she determines the travel time
Tp(Lp, t) through (31). The difficulty in using a general nonlinear form o gp as an
initial condition is that the computations become. in general. too complicated and
impractical to perform.
For these reasons we will consider that during a time period t. s] the traveler
makes the approximation that the path flow rate for subsequent times t + 7 is linear
in terms of the travel time Tp. That is, for this time period [t. s].
Fp(O. t + rp) = gp(rp) = Ap(t) + Bp(t)7p.
An advantage of considering linear approximations of Fp(O t + ,p) is that we obtain
a closed form solution for the travel time functions and as a result we can gain a lot
of insights.
The traveler bases this approximation given his/her information either at the
moment he/she start his/her trip or by also taking into account past information
about the behavior of the system. Then the previous analysis applies and the traveler
can predict his/her travel time on path p as a function of the path flow on path p.
In what follows we will become more specific by considering various choices for this
approximation, that is choices for Ap(t) and Bp(t).
1) As a first approach we assume that the traveler estimates the travel time function
21
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on path p by assuming that the path io rate Fp(O. t-. p = p -,.) at the beginning
of path p in this time period t. si will remain constant and equal to the value of the
path flow rate in the beginning of his her trip t. Therefore.
F?(O. t - p) = gjp) = F(O.t). for all t + . E t. s!. (36)
That is. in the general form FpO. t- ) =p(?p) = pp .t) - Bp(t),p. we choose
Ap(t) = Fp(0. t and Bp(t) = 0. The" using (3 2) and these specifrc choices of Ap(t
and Bp(t) we conclude that
_ , (:37a'L;T<L ,.t) = T?(FpO.t))= p F(O. t) (3 )
U Ma n ma.r
This model assumes that the system operates in a quasistatic mode ince it only takes
into account the information at the beginning of each time inter-.-al. Nevertheless.
this type of approximation is ery common in the literature (see for ex,ple 4.
[30!. [311. 11. '1421. r'5S)
2) Next we develop a more genuinel dynamic model. We will consider traveler
who starts his/ her trip at time t. He he makes approximates the path flow- rate on
paths p. for future times t -,p by taking into consideration not only the information
on the level of the path flow rate at the beginning of the path p at time t but also
some information on the history. of the path flow rate at the begining o. the path
prior to t.
A possible choice is to assume that the path flow rate is equal to the average
of the path flow%- rate at the beginning of the path over a previous time intervai of
length h. that is.
i t
Fp(O. t -) = g9;p) = h I FiO. s)ds. (3-)
Then Ap(t) = h ft-h F(O. s)ds and Bp(t) = 0. Using (32) we conclude that the
travel time on path p as a function of the path flow is
, apf, I tFp( t) aL Fp(O .s)d. (39)
U'M ,_ Umax h t-h
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3) A third choice employs as before the information prior to the beginning t of the
time interval [t. s]. In this case the traveler considers that the path flow rate on path
p
F,(O. t + ,p) = gp(-,p) = Fp(0. t) -+ LFp. - F[p(. t - h)p(. (40)
That is, a linear function with slope [ Fp(0. t)- Fp(O. t - h)], where as before h is
the length of a prior time interval. For this choice Ap(t) = F'O. t) and Bp(t) =
h Fp(0. t)- F(0. t - h)].
As we have shown in Corollary 1 we can approximate (32) by
Tp(Fp(Ot)) a= ____a LF 2L 2Tp O tp) = p + P F FP(O.t)[F(O.t)-Fp(O.t-h)]. (41)Umaz Umax Umax
Nevertheless. we also need to assume that gp satisfies. (34). in other words.
up 1 uP
2Mx >> [Fp0. tO.t) - F( t - h) > ma
2aL, h2a L
4) Finally, a fourth choice makes the approximation
Fp(0, t + p) = Fp(0. t) + dFp(0. t) (42)dt 'P'
For this choice .Ap(t) = Fp(O. t) and Bp(t) = dF¢(O.t) Then if we assume (34),
upa: > dFp(O.t) p_ UPa
max >> max
2apLp dt 2apLp'
L u apL a2 2 d.Fp (0. t)
P (0. t))apLp PF ( O t)Tp(Fp(O t)) = p +.--) P P Fp(O, t) (43)
Umax umax 2(Upma)2 dt
Remarks:
1. In the linear approximation Fp(O, t + rp) = Ap(t) + Bp(t)-p we imposed as-
sumption (25) (or (34)). This ensures that we cannot obtain a negative flow
Fp(x, t + rp), for some value of rp, even if Bp(t) < 0. This follows since as-
sumption (34) implies that the changes in flow rate (that is. Bp(t)) cannot be
very large and as a result rp cannot be very large either.
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2. There are several other linear approximations we can consider for thle path
flow rate function Fp(O. t - p) = gp(p) as a function of . -itlh any such
choice. using 32) (or !33)). we can compute the travel time function Tp on
path p. as we did in all the four cases we considered above.
3. We would like to obser-ve at this point that this an.alysis also allos thie trave..er
(or the traffic planner, to determine departure tim.!e policies for his l'her trio
by using the travel time as a function of the departure time we computed in
this subsection.
4. Finally. we should observe that we can apply a similar analysis in order to
derive travel time functions on arcs as functions of the arc flows. that i.
for arc i. Ti(L. t + T% = T(f(O. t - Tip). \We should note that t T.
is the departure time from the beginning of arc ' of a traveler w-ho star.e.
his/her trip at time t and is traveling through pat: p. Similar to assumption
A3. we now need to assume that u = ,k = u,(k!) = linear function
of ki. Then i the fov rate at the beginning of arc i. at time t T.p i-
fi (. t tp, =- 7 = 4 (t+Tip) B(t -T 7 *.with B t T, > _
we can compute (as in 'I heorem 1) closed form solutions for the arc travel time
functions. namely.
L, 2a.4;, - Tp) I(L. t TPl = L 1,
U' 1 , ( U ' L B, ,' - T) f 1) 
Alternativ-elv. a in Corollary 1. if > B t T;P) > _ thenarL) 2ajL, then
L. a) L-. 1
Ti(Li.t +Tp= - , Ai(t +Tip)- ' ., (t Tp)Bi(t+Tip). ( 5).
max Umax m a-)
Using similar approximations to (36). (38). (40) and (42) for gi(i). we derive
similar forms to (37). (39). (41) and (43) for arc travel time functions. Then
the travel time functions on the paths follow from () and are nonseparable
functions of the flow.
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Let us illustrate our analysis in this section through the following example.
Example
Consider. for example. a disjoint path network of four paths and one O/D pair.
x
1 4
y
Figure 1: A disjoint path network
The total length on each of the four paths is L 1 = 4 miles, L = 5 miles.
L3 = 6 miles and L 4 = 7.5 miles, respectively. The speed limit on each path is
ul a = 40 miles/hr, umaz = 25 miles/hr. u3 ax = 25 miles/hr and u4az = 25
miles/hr, respectively. Finally the maximum density on each path is k a = 200
cars per mile. k2a = 160 cars per mile ka: = 192 cars per mile and k a = 250
cars per mile, respectively.
We will make assumption (19), that is, fp(k) = UPa(1 - k) with ap
1
Observe that since the assumptions of our model holds our analysis in this sub-
section also applies. In the first two cases we considered separable travel time
functions of the type,
Tp(Gp(O0 t))= P + ap P Gp(0, t)
Umaz Umaz
with Gp(O, t) = Fp(O, t) in the first case and Gp(O, t) = ft_h Fp(O, s)ds, in the
second case.
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In particular. for this example the travel time functions become
1 1 1 1
T (G (0. t)= -GI[(0. t -1.000j. T(G.(O.t))= G 2(0. t -'2. 0001.10.00 LS 10.0002
1 r1 1 r1T3(G3(0t))= -G3(0.t)--2.400j. T(G(O.t))= -;G 4(0 ' -2..500.T. 10.000 .' 10.000-' 3
In the third and fourth case we consider quadratic-type separable travel time
functions of the type
Tp(Fp(. t)) = p p(O. t)- p Fp(.t)Hp(O. t).
U rn ax Umn .a lUnmar
where H( - dO. t) in the third case. while Hp(O.t) = rFp(0. t)- F,,. t-h.
in the fourth case.
In particular, for this example
1 .1 1
T1: F(iO.t)) = 10 F O. t) + 1000 - 30F1(0. t,H (O. '10.00 O 32. 000
1 1 1
T: F2(0.t)) = 10 Fr, t) 2000 0- 0-F ,(O.tH:O.t".
1 .1 1
T!F3(O. t)) = .02'-F3 0 t) 400- -F 3(0. t'H 3(0. t' 10.000.9 20-3.200
F4. 1O 1 Fti 0. t)- 1-2500 - F 4(O. t H 4 (O. t'
,, l1o. 0003 6.300 
4 Some simpler models for the dynamic user-equilibrium
problem
In Section 2 we proposed a model (Model 1) for the dynamic user-equilibrium prob-
lem using hy-drodvnamic theory. in order to describe the traffic conditions and cap-
ture the d-namic nature of the problem. Then in Section 3. by explicitely solving
some of the constraints in the model. we proposed travel time functions. In this
section, using our insights from the previous section. we will study Model 1 in more
detail using the analy-sis of Section 3. TWe will illustrate how this model simplifies
under a variety of assumptions.
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First we will establish some variational inequality formulations for .Model 1 and
establish existence of solution for these models.
Using a similar analysis as in the static case one can show (see for example Friesz
at. al. [26] and Wu 51) that Model 1 is equivalent to the variational inequality
formulation.
Find ((0. t. .F(O. t). k(O. t)) C(t) satisfying for all t [0. '.
Z Z Tp(f(O. t). F(O. t). k(O. t))(Fp(O. t)-Fp(O. t)) > 0. for all (f(O. t). F(O. t). k(0. t)) C(t).
wEW pEPw
(46)
Observe that (46) is an infinite set of variational inequalities.
Theorem 2 : Variational inequality (,i6) s equivalent to the following vanriational
inequality
Find (f(. t). F(O. t). k(. t)) C(t). for all t [0. T] satisfying
ZIJfTp(f( O t). F(O.). k ( (0, t))(F (0t)-Fp(O. t))dt] > 0. for all (f(O. t). F(O. t). k(O. t)) C(t).
pEP
(47)
Using properties of integrals the proof follows easily.
Next we establish that Model 1 (or equivalently variational inequalities (46))
and (47) have indeed a solution.
Theorem 3 : Variational inequality (47) (and equivalently (46)) has a solution if
the travel time function on paths is a continuous function.
Proof: The proof follows from [32] since for a fixed departure time t E [0, T], the
feasible set C(t) is a closed, bounded and convex in terms of (f(0, t), F(0, t), k(O, t)).
Therefore, the continuity of the travel time function implies that variational inequal-
ity (46) has a solution for any t E [0, TJ and as a result its equivalent formulation
(47) and Model 1. Q.E.D.
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Remark:
In Section 3. we derived travel time functions on paths as functions of the path flows
as well as travel time functions on the arcs in terms of the arc flows. The functions
we derived are indeed continuous functions of the flow.
Nevetheless. in spite of the fact that we have established that lodel 1 or equiv.-
alentlv variational inecualities :'46). or (47)) has a olution. solving Mlodiei . for -_i
t E [O. T]. is a hard process. Constraints (14,) involve the solutions of a system )f
quasilinear hyperbolic partial differential equations. olving this is not easy. More-
over. we observe that the travel time functions are involved not only in the objective
of the problem but also in the feasible region.
In what follows w-e will propose some simpler fornms of the model that sinmplif.-
some of the harder constraints and eliminate some of the variables. First we will
propose an arc formulation that eliminates the arc density variables from the mode'.
To achieve this we will simpiify assumption A3 with
A3" ui = i(k)=linear function of ki. for all arcs i 1 i.
This separabiiity property assumes that the speed on an arc depends oil oni the
density on that arc. Mloreover. we will assume
A5 (u 0. for all arcs i I.
This implies that the maximum speed on every arc is airly large (see also te remark
following Proposition 1. Under these assumptions we can find a closed form solutio 
for the arc density as a function of the arc flow. similarly to Proposition 1. That
is, ki = .here a= d °0. Then constraint (14) simplifies by
beco ming ] m d
becoming [ - 2,,f ia - af; =0.
Under assumptions A1. A2. A3'". A4 and A5. ode! 1 simplifies. since con-
straints (13). (14) and (1.5) simplif. as follows.
Model 1'
Tl, (L l, . t) . = Tni w(L ,. . t) < TmL l (Lm,l. t) ... < Tjn (L . t,. (4S 
2S
for all w c TV and t [O. T
.
satisf>-ing
(9), (10), (11), (12).
1 + 2aifi(xi,t + Tp - ,),f(xz.t - Tip +i) f(i.t - i) =0. for all i I
max
(49)
d, i- 1 _ af,(.t#Tp+fr) for all i . (50)
dx maaxx
T(O.t) =0. for all i . (51)
for all t E [0. TI.
As in Section 3. we now also consider linear approximations of the flow at the
beginning of an arc.
A6 The flow at the beginning of arc i. at time t Tp, is fz(0. t + Tp i) =
Ai (t + Tip) + Bi(t Tp)7L, with Bi(t + Tp) > 2a,L
In Section 3 we have considered several approximations of this type. Then this
assumption allows us to explicitly solve constraints (49), (50) and (51) in order to
compute closed form solutions for the travel time functions involved. that is. (44)
or (45) (see Section 3 for more details).
Then under assumpitons Al. A2. A3", A4. A5 and A6. Model 1 and Model
1' simplify even further as follows.
MIodel 1"
Ti (L, t) = ... =Tm, (L,, .t) < Tm,+l(Lm+l,+ t) < ... < Tnr(Ln, t) (8),
for all w E IV and t [LO0 T], satisfying,
Fil (0, t), ...= F, (0, t) >. Fm,,+i(0,t) =... = F,,(O0t) = 0, for all w E IV (9).
Z Fp(O. t) = d,(t), for all w E W (10),
pEP,,
Tp(Lp, t) = E Ti(Li, t + Tip(F(O, t)))6ip, for all p E P (11).
iEl
fi(0,t + Tip(F(0,t)) = bip Fp(O,t), for all i E I (12).
pEP
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with travel time functions Tp(L,. t) given by relations (44) (or (45) bove.
In the remainder of this paper we will focus on this model. First we will express
Model 1 in terms of the path flows by replacing the arc flows from relation (12;
in terms of the path flows. Observe that paths may still share arcs for different
O/D pairs. This interaction is expressed through relation (12). Nevertheless. b.-
replacing (44) (or (4.5!) in (11) the path formulation that arises involves :he travel
time functions on the paths that are nonseparable.
In what follows we will simplify Model 1" by considering a path formulation
with separable travel time functions on the paths. Since we are consider.i:: a path
formulation assumption A2 becomes
A2' There is conservation of cars in a path of the network.
This makes sense since in a net-.orl;. a path connecting an O/D pair has no exits.
Furthermore. we now replace asumptions A3 (or A3') and AS with
A3"' p(kp) =linear function of density on path p only (that is. assumption (19 ,.
This is a separability property on the speed on a path as a function of the densit-.
A5' ( 0. for all paths p that is. assumption 20).
(Umaz)O
Then we can express a path version of Mode! 1". Namel-.
Solve (M;
satisfying constraints (9). (i0,. (49). (50). (531 expressed in terms of the paths.
Observe that in this path formulation we would onl- need relation (12' in order
to express the values of the arc flows.
Furthermore. we will replace assumption A6 with
A6' The flow on path p is a linear function of the travel time. that is. Fp(0. t-,p) =
Ap(t) + Bp(t>) p. Moreover. Bp(t) > - 2. for all t [0. T].
In Section 3 we have considered various choices that would give rise to such path
flow conditions.
As in Theorem 1. we can solve (14). (1.5) and (16) to express the travel time
functions Tp. as in (32' (or in (3.5). if A6 becomes 2L- > > Bp(t) > - L)
p I> I I I22pL 2_: 
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Below we give a path flow formulation of Model 1 under assumptions Al, A2',
A3"', A4, A5' and A6'.
iIodel 2
T,1 (L1, It)=... = Tm (L t) < Tm,, (Lm,. t) < ... < Tn, (Ln,.t). (.52)
for all w E V satisf-ing
Fl, (! t) .... Fm,,(0. t) > O.Fm ,,i(O. t)= ... = F, (O. t) = 0. for all w IIW (53)
E F(O. t) = du,(t). for all W (.54)
pE Pw
with travel time functions on the paths given by (32) (or (35)).
We denote by C'(t) the new feasible region. that is, all path flows F(O, t) that
satisfy (53) and (4). Then as in Theorem 2 the following corollary follows.
Corollary 2 : Mlodel 2 is equivalent to the following ariational inequality
Find (F(O,t)) C'(t). for all t O.T] satisfRing
Z JTP,(F(O. t))(Fp(0, t) -p F(0. t))dtj > 0. for all (F(O,t)) E C'(t). (55)
PEP
Remarks:
1. Model 2 is more reasonable when we are dealing with disjoint path networks.
For such networks the number of paths is of the same order as the number of
arcs in the network and therefore, a path formulation makes sense since it is
not hard to enumerate the paths.
2. We should observe that by arguing similarly to Theorem 3 we can establish
that the models we have presented in this section have indeed a solution.
3. Alternatively, could consider discretized versions of Models 1" and 2 by con-
sidering all the previous assumptions we have made in smaller time intervals.
Im = [tm, tm+l] such that [O, T] = U[tm, tm+l].
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In the remainder of this section we review the definitions of strong and strict
monotonicit.
Definition 1 : The problem function T. is strongly monotone. if for all t.
(T(F(O.~ t) - T(F 2(0. t)). FI(0. t) - F 2(0. t)) > btFl(0. t) - F 2(0. t ' 2
for some constant b > O. Alternatively. if
T [T(F(0.t)) - Tp F2'(O. t))[F(O. t)- F(o. t)dt >
b f E F.(O. t) - Fp-O (t)] 2dt.
p
Definition 2 : Te problem function T. is strictly monotone. if for Ci, t.
(T(F'(0. t)) - T(F2 0. t)) F'(. t) - F (. t): > 0.
Alternatively if
E3 J[Tp(F',( t))- _T,(F 2 , t)F (O t - F(0. tdt > 0.
P
These two conditions hold if the Jacobian matrix DT(F(t)) is uniformly positive
definite. and positive definite for all t. respectively. We should observe that for
separable travel time functions the strict monotonicity condition. is equivalent to
requiring the travel time function on every path to be a strictly- increasing function
with respect to the path flow.
Remarks:
1) Under strict monotonicity, n-e can argue that the models we are considering have
a unique solution (see for example 321).
2) Observe that the four cases of travel time functions that we derived in Section 3
using our model satisfy the strict monotonicity condition. In particular. since the
travel time functions are separable we only need to examine Nwhether dTF ) are
strictly positive for all paths p. In fact. in cases 1. 2 we need strict moniotonicity
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with respect to Gp(t). where Tp(Gp(t)) = + Gp(t). with Gp(t)= Fp(t) in
case 1, while Gp(t) = t Fp(s)ds in case 2. It is easy to see that since L > 0.
strict monotonicit follows.
M.oreover. in cases 3 and 4. Tp(G(t)) = + u -,p(t)- a 't)Hp(
a= LFt -dF., O
where Hp(t) = [Fp(t) - Fp(t- h)l in case 3. while Hp(t)= i in case . To
make this approximation we imposed the assumption u >> H(t > - _
This implies the result.
5 Solving the dynamic user-equilibrium problem on net-
works with disjoint paths
In this last part of the paper we will focus on the solution of the dynamic user-
equilibrium problem on disjoint path networks. We will propose methods o solution
for Models 1" and 2. The primary reason for focusing our analysis in this section on
disjoint path networks. is because we wish to consider path formulations of Model
1" and Model 2. For such networks it is not hard to enumerate paths and herefore.
solving path formulations of the problem is reasonable.
In this section we will propose solution methods for the path formulations of these
two models. Assumption A3"' in Model 2 gave rise to separable travel time func-
tions, Tp(Fp(t)). while assumption A3" in Model 1" to nonseparable ones. Tp(F(t)).
In particular. these two models involve the travel time functions we derived in Sec-
tion 3. For the sake of simplicity in what follows we denote Fp(O. t) = Fp(t). This
section also provides complexity results for the proposed methods. In [401 we study
these methods for static network equilibrium problems and show how they extend
to capture more general types of static network problems.
Let us first consider the solution of Model 2. In the end we will discuss how
these methods extend to solve Model 1" as well.
The key idea behind the methods we will propose stems directly from the formu-
lation of Mlodel 2. This model implies that if we knew which paths in the network
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are actually used" for each departure timne t. then a dynamnic user-equilibrium so-
lution would follow directl- from the solution of a systerm of equations. That is. if ar
departure time t paths 1 .... 1,. are actually" used. then the solution -oulcl foilo-
from the system of equations.
Tt, (Fiu (t;) = ... = Tl. , !ft))! = .(t).
with F (t) -... F , (t) = i L.it).
Furthermore. we should note that paths p = 1 ...... are used if a solution of
this system of equations is feasible (nonnegative) and user-optimal the unused
paths incur a higher cost). Therefore. a "naive" approach would be to consider
all possible combinations of paths. solve the previous sy-stem of equations for all
these combinations and finally. check for feasibility and oDtimali-t of their solutions.
But taking such an approach is highly impractical since all possible comrrbinations of
paths are too many. Nesertheless. we observe that we could on".- consider certain
combinations of paths and not all. e will consider a labeling procedure for the
network paths. This abeling will allon- us to consider considerably less coI'binati's-
than the total number. This idea motivates a solution procedure which tries o fincl
the right combination of paths that are used by labeling the paths in a "certain w-ay"
and then solving a systern of equations as we previously described. The labelin-
stems from the separability property of the travel time functions. This implies that
unused paths incur travel time functions TJ, (O). ji = i. 1..... that do not
depend on the flow on the other paths. From this observation. the following lemma
motivates a labeling procedure. It is based on the relationship between the travel
time functions on unused paths.
Lemma 1 : Consider travel time functions that are strictly monotone functions
of the path flow. Suppose the traLel times on to unused paths p and p + 1 relate
through Tp(O) < Tp_: 'O). If e equilibrate these two paths then it follou s that if pati
p + 1 has feasible focu. then path p has feasible flow as well.
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Proof: Suppose that Fp+l(t) > 0 but Fp(t) < 0 then
TP- 1(0) < Tp.-(FP-1(t)) = T(Fp(t)) < Tp(O).
contradicting the fact that Tp_1 (O) > Tp(O). Q.E.D.
These observations will motivate two methods for olving Model 2. The methods
consist of (i) a labeling procedure for the paths. (ii) the solution of a system of
inequalities as we previously described and finally. (iii) checking optimality and
feasibility in a simple' way. The first method extends the Dafermos and Sparrow
equilibration algorithm [18]. in the nonlinear. dynamic case. In addition the second
method we will introduce, also includes a binary search procedure.
Algorithm 1
Step 0:
Reorder T1 (0),... Tp (0) in a nondecreasing order. that is. after relabeling
Tiw(0) < ... < T (O).
Step lw:
Find the time intervals Ilu, so that t E I1 satisfies uw(t) = Tl,.(dw(t)) T2,(0).
For these time intervals II, set Fl, (t) = d(t), and Fp(t) = 0 for pj = 2, ... P. If
there are time intervals I satisfying vw(t) > T2 (0) for t E I', then continue.
Step s:
Solve the problem of finding a- (t), ... , as (t). satisfying for all t E I t .a (t)+...+
asw(t) = 1 and T(aSw(t)dw(t)) = ... = Ts, (aSw(t)dw.(t)). That is, the minimization
problem
(t)d(t))d(t)da (t)dt (56)min E J J [ ( 7ASw (t)dt (56)
P=lW
subject to
as', (t) + ... +a(t) = 1 for all t E I['-l-
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Then setting
v~:(t -=rl (a5i ,(t)dz (t)) -) . = TsU (a~ '(t)d(t)'j
find the time intervals I,, satisfying L'l (t) < Ts, -L(O). Then set Fp(t) = :;(t)d,. (ti.
for p = 1 ...... w-hile F 't) = 0. for p = .s. - 1. P, anrd stop. If cL, (t >
T,,s,1(0 ) for some I'. then et s, - s, + 1 and continue.
Repeat this whole procedure for all O0'D pairs L'.
Remark: This is a nonlinear. dynamic version of the equilibration aliorithm of
Dafermos and Sparrow- 1S1. This algorithm ma- also be viewed as a special case of
the Frank-Wolfe algorithm in a dynamic setting (see 19]. 38J and r'50`
Next we ilusrate whyn- this aloorithm works in the general nonlinear case. In the
following two lemnmas we establish why the labeling procedure in Algorithml 1 guar-
antees that indeed the combinations of paths we consider (that is. { 1,}. fi :. 2,.} 1.... 
are the right ones. The next lemma establishes that at step s,,. we onl! need to
check the last component FkS'(t) of the solution FSw'(t, for feasibiiity. Tiiis follows
from the labeling procedure we considered.
Lemma 2 : Consider tratel time functions that are strictly monotone functions
with respect to the path Jlo'. Let Fs' (t) = (Fsw (t) ..... Fs (t). 0..... O0) be the solution
at step s,. If some component Fp (t) < 0 then Fpli(t) < 0.
The proof is similar to Lemma 1.
The follow-ing lemma establishes that we can never encounter a solution that is
both nonoptimal and infeasible.
Lemma 3 : If wue assume that the travel time function T(.) is strictly monotone.
then if a solution ue computed at step .s. is not optimal. that is. utj (t) > T,_ 1 (0.
then it is necessarily feasible. that is. F'-(t) = a'w (t)d,.(t) > O. for p = 1,......s..
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Proof: Suppose that Fp/'(t) < 0. Then the strict monotonicitv of T(.) (which in
the separable case is equivalent to the property that Tp(.) is a strictly increasing
function) implies that Lc? (t) = Tp(F;S(t)) < Tp(O). Moreover. Step 0 implies that
Tp(O) < ... < T,,_l(O,. Combining the above we conclude that if Fps(t) i 0. then
Vsw(t) < T+Il(O). which contradicts the fact that v (t) > Ts. (0).
Suppose now that Cu,(t) < T1.(O). then it is also true that the solution
FsW (t) = (Flw (t) . ....F (t), 0.... 0). has only positive components. Fp (t) = as- (t)d(t) >
0. for p = lw, ..., s..
We will prove this by contradiction. Assume that the components F`w (t), p =
1,, ... sw of the vector F (t) are not all strictly positive. From Lemma 1. if some
component F(t) < 0 then F~pS'(t) < 0. Then it is true that we can split the
solution into its positive, its nonpositive and its zero part. i.e..
Fsw (t) = (Fs'w (t) .... F;- (t).F (t), FwI. (t). .. .. 0)
Let us now set the solution at step sw - 1 to be the vector
Fs"-l (t) = (FS- .(: *-... FS ,V- (t)1 . ... -)
Then since the nonpositive part has some nonzero points,
Sw-1 Sw S sw S
d.(t)= Fpsw (t) = E Fpsw(t) =  F(t) + E Fs(t) < E Fps(t).
p=lw P=lW P=lw p=s+ P=l1
This implies that E1, F - -'(t) < E=.1 F3(t), where for all p 1. ..
Fpw-l(t) > 0 and Fp" (t) > 0. This implies that for some p E (1w,...,s},
Fp-l (t) < FS (t). But then the strict monotonicity property implies that
lv,-l(t) = Tp(Fpw -l(t)) < Tp(Fpws(t)) = v-w(t).
Finally, observe that at step s, - 1 TSW(O) < vw'-(t) = vw(t). Moreover, since
Fs,(t) < 0 then v-(t) = T+,(F+l(t)) < T+1(0). Combining the above we con-
clude that TSW(O) < TS.-(O) which contradicts the reordering of Step 0. Therefore.
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we have established that the components F', (t). p = 1 .... s of the vecor Fs' (t,
are also all strictly positive. O.E.D.
The following theorem demonstrates that indeed Algorithm 1 computes the d--
namic user-equilibrium solution but also states a complexity result for the problem.
Theorem 4 If the travel time functlon T(.) is a st-rctly monotone fz, Cion then
Algorithm I computes the user-equilibrium solution of the dynramzc traffc r.ss;,nment
problem in at most .=l P' U = P steps.
Proof: First. using similar arguments one can show. as in the static case. that for
strictly monotone travel time functions the dynamic user-equilibrium proDbem has
a unique solution. Furthermore. observe that d,,(t) = (a (t) -... a: d,,(t) =
F1w8 (t) + + F i ) = SU (tj - +Ft):_ !-' Ft' - -' . Len a then
implies that the solution is nonnefat:ve.
'Moreover. observe that at step s. the solution equilibrates the t:a-el time
functions on the s. first" paths (after the reordering of step 0). T.hat is. if
v'. (t) < Ts,- 1 (0) then
... ~, ,, = T ( t, = t <_ T.- 1 (0) < ... < Tp, (.
Therefore. the solution
FS(t) = aS'p (t)d,(t. for p = 1 .. s. F'(t) = 0. for pj = . s- i 1 /...
is the user-equilibrium solution.
Finally, we should observe that for each O,/D pair Algorithm 1 requires at most
Pw steps. Therefore. Algorithm 1 requires at most = P, = P steps. Q.E.D.
Remark:
An important question that arises here is how easy is it to perform each step s of
Algorithm 1?
To answer this question we need to illustrate how to solve probleml (56 but also
how to find t IS satisf-ing tU (t) < T,-l(.
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1) First let us focus on the solution of problem (56). \e observe that b- replacing
a ( ) = 1- a(t) a',(t) in (6) become equivalent to an unconstrained
minimization problem with variables a (t) .... (t).
Let us now show how to perform step s.
a) WVe first consider linear. separable travel time cost functions. Cases 1 and 2 in
Section 3 gave rise to such functions. These are functions of the form TD(Fp(t)) =
gpFp(t) + hp. Then hp = Tp(Oj. Step s. find a- .(t .... a- (t) satisfying
asw(t)+... +aS,' (t) = 1 and tj (t)=g ,dw(t) ahi,, = ... = g, a,, d(t)+ h,,,
(.57)
has a closed form solution. Using the fact that a'. (t) + ... aj(t) = 1 and the
property that
Cl C ,_, C l,, + ... - Cs,
(bl5) bbs, blw q- ... bsw'
(57) becomes equivalent to
(.58)
al: dw (t) + h a,, dW (t) + h., d (t) +
vw (t)= I g_1 ... .= - 1
glw jgs glw
Therefore, vw (t)=
+, I 1 + h...
, 1 (59)
+ ... . -
d, _ (t) h_ _...+ h )
.
gL gs and Fp(t) = V (t) for p = lw .... sw. sW e
1w 9P
cis 9Ic 9.W - hp
conclude that in the linear separable case the scalars become a- (t) = g' d 9"
v gp dw t)
for p = .... sw.
b) Next we consider quadratic-type travel time cost functions. Cases 3 and 4 in
Section 3 gave rise to such functions,
p, + L a2L 2
Tp(Fp(t)) = + Fp( t ) - Fp(t)Hp(t)
Umaz Uma 2(umax)
where Hp(t) = dFp(Ot) in the third case. while Hp(t) = [Fp(t) - Fp(t - h) in
the fourth case. Let ,p = Land d _ L then Tp(F(t)) = 1p +^Fp(t)-h and then Tp(Fp(t)) = p + ?pFp(t)
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We will also assume
A7 ', << 1 and 3= L: = 3,. for all paths p P,
To provide some understanding in this assumption. observe that for linear speed
functions of the type (4). 'p = ; )'; Therefore. A7 assumes that Hp(t) <<
(UPr.) 2 kna.- 
_ .P
Since Hp(t) approximates the derivative of the path flow-. assumption A7 assumes
that the changes in the path flow are relatively slow.
Then step s. involves the solution of the problem of finding a('\. aS K ' t,
satisfying
a,-- = ... a (t) = 1 a.c
-~ ...... . . . .. T , 3 () .
As in a). property (io. implies that L, (t) = = Then
J_ -r- d( pt -cD-'3O H, d(tt 7 3 d(t=
__ v'-'~ Hot)
-- -p ~. ' 2 ?9 ' p '2
where D(t) = "d(t) - d(t - h): in case 3. while D(t) = ddt:incase 4
(61)= Tl.(a (t)d,(t!'= ... = r s(a'i(t)d,(t)). Mloreover. finding the values of
a' (t) invol-es the solution of a difference equation (in case 3) or a differential equa-
tion (in case 4).
c) Finall}y, we should observe that in general, problem (56) in step s. involve the
solution of an infinite dimensional optimization problem with a single equality con-
straint (see [21]).
2) At each step Algorithm 1 also requires the computation of time intervals Is,
satisfying vt, (t) < T.-l(). In order to compute the time intervals I we first
need to observe that T, -(O) is a known constant. while t R - R is a one
variable funtion in R. Therefore. to solve this problem we need to find the roots of
the equation tuu (t) - TsU ,(0) = 0 (this can be done for example. through a golden
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section procedure). These root points when ordered in a nondecreasing order, deter-
mine time intervals. We then need to check for each time interval whether for some
point t in it. the value cs(t) - T,,+l(0) is positive or negative. This follows from
the continuity of v4.u ( t). This allows us to recognize whether each time interval we
have found satisfies indeed vuy (t) < TS.-l(0) or not. The intervals with nonpositive
values are the ones we keep as Is,,.
Let us now illustrate Algorithm 1 in the following example.
Example
Consider the disjoint path network example of Section 3. The demand is a function
of the departure time and is given by. d(t) = 1:3. 500 - 1. 200(t - ). The time frame
for the departure of travelers that we wish to study is from 6:00 am-10:00am.
1) At t = 6: 00 am and at t 3 = 10: 00 am the demand is dl = d(tl) = d(t) =
8, 700.
2) At t 2 = 7: 00 am and at t4 = 9: 00 am the demand is d2 = d(t-) = d(t 4) =
12. 300.
3) At t3 = 8: 00 am the demand is d3 = d(t 3) = 13. 500. Observe that 8: 00 am is
the peak of the traffic.
Let us consider travel time functions that are linear and separable. VWe will use
the travel time functions we derived through our model for this example in Section
3. That is.
1 1 1 1
Tl(Fl(t)) = 10 0 00 [F(t) + 1,000], T 2(F 2(t)) F,(t) + 2.000
1 1 1 1
T3(F3(t)) [F 3(t) + 2,400]. T 4 (F4(t)) = F00 F4(t)+ 2, 00].
We will apply Algorithm 1 to find the dynamic user-equilibrium flow pattern.
Step 0: Label the paths so that the travel times T(O).T 2(0),T 3 (0),T 4(O) are in a
nondecreasing order. In this example the paths keep their original labels.
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Step 1: Find for which t 16. 10]. ,li, = -0.01.(t - S)2 + 0.26875 < 0.2. That is.
the time frame when only path 1 is used. There are no such times in the departure
time frame [6. 10].
Step 2: Find for which t E 6. 10]. uv.(t) = -0.012(t - 8)2 + 0.13.5 - 0.120 < 0.240.
That is. the times when only paths 1 and 2 are used. The departure time frame is.
t E [9.25. 101 and t _ [6. 6.751 and
F1(t) = -960(t - S ' 12. 400. F2(t) = -240(t - 8)2 1. 100. F(t, = F4,'! = 0.
Step 3: Find for which t (67.5. 9.2.3-. L (t ) = -0.01(t - 8)2- 0.2525 < 0.250.
That is, the time frame when only paths 1. 2 and 3 are used. The depar*ure time
frame is. t (6.75. 7.7.5 and t S .25:7. 9.2'-) and
F1(t) = -800(t - 8) - 12. 200. F.(t) = -200(t-)- + 1. 050.
F3 (t) = -200(t - 8'2 - 250 F (t = 0.
Step 4: Find for which t / (7.75..2 5 . . (t) = -O.OOS(t - O2 0. .52 > 0.250.
That is, the time frame when all four paths are used. The departure time frame in
this case is. t - (7.7. 5. .25) and
F1 (t) = -640(t - 8) 12, 160. F2,t) = -160(t - 8)- 1. 040.
F3 (t) = -160t - 8)2 -40. F4 (t) -240(t - 8)2 60.
Conclusion:
Between [9.25. 10! and [6. 6.7. the first two paths are used. Bet-ween 65. 7..o]
and [8.25. 9.25) the firs: three paths are used. Finally,. between (7.75. 8.25 . all four
paths are used. The flows in each case are given above.
The hardest part in the previous algorithm is the solution of a system of equations
at each step. that is, problem (56). In what follows n-e will improve the method by
reducing the number of times we have to solve (56). As a result we will improve
the complexity of the method. We will achieve this by introducing a binary search
procedure in Algorithm 1. Instead of solving the system of equations (problem (.56))
for the combinations 1,}. (1 . 2, ..... we will solve this system for a chunk of paths.
for example the first half. {1,. r . Then e will check for feasibility and
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optimality in a "simple" way. If the solution is infeasible this will tell us that the
optimal solution lies in a subset of the paths we have picked. If the solution is not
optimal, this will tell us that the optimal solution lies in a superset of the paths we
have already picked. This new method will take at most ~7i. logP, steps in order
to compute the dynamic user-equilibrium solution and as a result will be faster than
Algorithm 1. In [40]. Mlagnanti and Perakis analyze how this method generalizes to
capture general static network equilibrium problems.
Algorithm 2
Step 0:
Reorder T1(0),..., Tp(0) in a nondecreasing order. that is. after relabeling
T1(0) < T2(o) < ... < p (o).
Let ks = 1.
Step sw:
Solve the problem of finding a(t) W (t). satisfying aSw (t) + ... + a (t) = 1
'(zv w uri~ t~~vur~rL, v~ rlr~ur-- - _ _ ~ 13Lyllksw C kW
and TW, (a1 (t)d (t)) .. = Tkw (aeWJ (t)dw(t)). That is, the minimization problem
k W`
min J[Tp(a (t)dw(t))d(t)]daw (t)dt. (62)
P=lw
subject to
a'w (t) + ... + ao (t) = 1. for all t E I l n i' 1 .
Then set
v' w (t) = Tw (asw (t (t)) = ... = TksW (a (t)dt(t)).
1. Find the time intervals Is, so that for all t c Ism, vlw (t) < Tkw,+l(O) and
asw(t) > O. . akW(t) > O. Set Fpsw(t) = apw(t)dw(t), for p = 1,,..., kw, while
FpS,w(t) = 0, for pj = k + 1 ... , P.
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2. If there are time intervals I' . with t I satisfying vi (t < Tip _ (0) and
also a- (t) < 0. for some p 1= , kl-s, then set k " 1 k,- - '
and repeat.
3. Finally. find the time intervals I" so that for all t I"_ L (t) > T.l O
and all ap' (t) > 0. for p = . . c Then set -:'- , :Th :l
and repeat.
Repeat this whole procedure for all O,'D pairs a. Moreov-er repeat this whole
procedure for all time interv.als Ik.
The following lemma illustrates w-hy a solution that is not optimal cannot be
infeasible.
Lemma 1 Constder strictly monotone travel tzme Jfunctions. T Fi') If the
solution is not optimal then it is feasible. that is. :f ;'(t) > T _(O) then all
as (t > O. for p= ..... ..
Proof: If there is some. ap 't < O. for some p = 1 . L. then 1 (t =
Tp(F Sp(t)) = Tp(at (t)du(t ) _< T:O) < Tk,.l .(O). Therefore. '? (t) < T,.._l(0).
contradicting that <vL (t) > T -1_(0). .E.D.
The following theorem establishes that Algorithm 2 computes indeed the user-
equilibrium solution of the dynamic user-equilibrium problem. It also establishes a
complexity result for the method demonstrating it is faster than Algorithm 1.
Theorem 5 : If the travel time function is strictly monotone then Algorithm 2
computes in at most z= 1logP, steps the dynamic user-equilibrium solution.
Proof:
1. Let us first assume that we encounter case 2. that is. tk.? (t) < T+1(0)
and F'(t) < 0 for some p = 1 .... k: '. We will establish that F(t) < 0
Vj > kU.- + 1. Therefore. moving to the right" cannot induce the solution.
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To establish this we first observe. using similar arguments to Lemma 1. if
Fpw(t) < 0 for some p = 1, ..., kS, then Fsul(t) _ < O.
Assume that for some j > k '+ 1. w-e have a solution. that is. F,,(t) > 0. for
all p = 1,....j. with u .(t) < TL(0).
Let us now set the solution at step s. be the vector
FSW (t) = (Fi~' (t). :4. 0 0).F (F F 0.......
Then it is true that we can split the solution into its positive. its nonpositive
and its zero part. i.e..
Fs,(t) = (F1 (t), .... F[sw(t). Fs I(t .....F.(t),0. ...0).
Then since not all nonpositive components can be zero.
Z Fp(t) FJ(t) = d,,(t) = F (t) FS(t) < E Fs-(t
p=lw p=lw p=lw p=s- 1 p= 
This implies that F(t) < -lL Fpt). where for all p = 1w..., s.
Fp (t) > 0 and Fw(t) > O0. This implies that for some p {1w,.... s}, FpJ(t) <
Fp (t). But then the strict monotonicity property and the reordering of Step
0 imply that
T3(O) = vJ(t) = Tp(Fp(t)) < Tp(Fps(t)) = v (t) < Tk, +(0) < Tj(O).
This is a contradiction. Therefore in this case all j > kw + 1 cannot induce a
solution, which in turn implies that we can find the solution only if we move
to the "left".
2. Let us assume now that we encounter case 3, that is, vk" ' (t) > Tku+l(O) and
all Fp (t) > 0 for p = 1, ... , ksw. Then we will establish that vI,(t) > Tj+l (O)
for all j < k[. Therefore, moving to the "left" cannot induce a solution.
Suppose that there is some j < ky' satisfying
v{ (t) < Tj. 1(0) and F j (t). F(t) > 0.
_V 3() 
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Observe that F{.(t) +... + Fji,. = d,.(t). with F/U (t) > 0. for p = ....... k--.
while Fi' (t) ... F = d.(t). with Fp' (t) > 0. for p = 1,,.... j. Therefore _.s
{1 ..... j} such that F.(t) > Fsw (t). The strict monotonicity proper:y implies
that 2 .(t)= T,;(F(t)) > Ts(F'(t)) = '~: (t). Therefore. v,' (t) > '.'k' (t) >
T 1.fl(O) > T'l(O). But v4(t) > T_i(O) contradicts our assumoton. This-
implies that -whienever we encounter case 3. there is no j < k'- which can
induce the solution. This in turn implies that we can find the solu:iIon only- .f
we move to the right".
Using the previous arguments we can establish that Algorithm 2 comutes in ar
most w1=l logP,. steps the dynamic user-equilibrium solution satisfving .e conch-
tions in Model 2. Q.E.D.
Remark:
We can sol-e each step s, of Algorithm 2 as we illustrated in the rema: of Aio-
rithm 1.
The foilowing example demostrates that Algorithm 2 is indeed considerabl.-
faster.
Example
Let us consider a 10 path network with one O,/D pair and a demand function of the
departure time d(t) = 20 - (t - )2. The departure time frame is from 6: OOam till
10: OOam.
The travel time functions are the following,
T 1(F,(t)) = 10 F ,. 't,(F(t)) = 12 i F2 (t). T3 (F 3 (t)) = 13 + 2F 3(t)
T4 (F4 (t)) = 14 - 2F4 t. T5 (F5 (t)) = 14 + F(t). T6 (F6(t)) = 15 + 2F6 (t.
T 7 (F 7 (t)) = 1' F (t). Ts(F8(t)) = 18+2F8(t). Tg(Fg(t)) = 19+F 9(t). Tio(Flo(t)) =
20 + F10o(t).
First we apply Algorithm 1.
Step 0:
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Figure 2: A ten path network
Ti(0) = 10 < T2(0) = 12 < T3(0) = 13 < T4(0) = 14 < T(0) = 14 < TO!0) = 15 <
T7(0) = 15 < T8 (0)= 18.
Step 1: There is no time t in the time frame 6. 101. so that only one path is used.
that is, v (t) < 12.
Step 2: No time t in the time frame [6. 10] so that only two paths are used. that is.
2 (t) < 13.
Step 3: No time t in the time frame [6. 10], so that only three paths are used. that
is, v3(t) < 14.
Step 4: No time t in the time frame [6. 10], so that only four paths are used. that is
v4 (t) < 14.
Step 5: No time t in the time frame [6, 10]. so that only five paths are used, that is.
vw (t) < 15.
Step 6: No time t in the time frame [6, 10] that we are studying, so that only six
paths are used. that is, v(t) < 15.
Step 7: All departure times t E [6, 10] satisfy v7 (t) = 20-(t-8)2+66 < 18. Therefore,
the first seven paths are used, for all departure times in the time frame we are
considering in this example. Moreover, the path flows are given by. F(t) = 7.2 -
(t-8)2 F '(t-82 = 2.(t-8)2 F7(t) 1.6 (t1)- F7(t)=
328 = =2, (t) 2.6 - . F7(t) = 1. 0 
F8) (t) = 11 -(t-s) 2 Ft = 2.2 , F(t) = O, F(t) = 0.3.2- 5 10 ' ' 
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Fo(t) = O.
We now apply Algorithm 2 for solving the same problem.
Step 0: As in Algorithm 1. Ti(O). for i = 1.....10 are already ordered in a nonde-
creasing order.
Step 1: Equilibrates the first rl-O = 5 paths. Then for all t -6. 101. '.t > 15.
This is the third case of the algorithml and it suggests that more than ve paths are
always used.
Step 2: Equilibrate the first rF I-' = paths. Therefore. for all t [6. 101.
s
8 (t) < 19. At this iteration F,(t) = -0.3636 (t- < O This is the second case
of the algorithm and it su-ests that less than the firs. eight and more tlan the first
five paths are aln-ays used.
Step 3: Equiiibrates the first 8 - =7 paths. Then all departure times t 6. 107.
satisfy- v(t - 17.2- < 1. Moreover. F t: = >._ . 0.
3 (t)= 2.6 > 0. F3 =1.6- 
-10 10 3:0 > 0.Ft -
F (t) = .2 > 0 F:3(t) 1.1 - > 0. Ft ) > 0.6 - .10 -
F8 (t) = 0. F3',; = 0. F3t) = 0
Observe that Aliorithnl 1 computed the dynamic user-equilibriumn flo:,- pa-tern in
seven steps. On the other hand. Algorithm 2 computed the same solution in only
three steps.
In the remainder of this section we discuss how w-e can extend the previous ntwo
algorithms in order to olve Model 1". In Section 4 we established that Model 1"
may be rewritten only in terms of the path flows by replacing the arc flows from
(12). Then the travel time functions on the paths become nonseparable functions.
by replacing (44 ) (or (4.5)) in (11).
We consider as before disjoint path networks since we are considering a path
formulation. For such networks paths are then easy to enumerate. For the solution
of the path formulation of Model 1". we can extend the previous analysis by con-
sidering a dynamic relaxation scheme. This scheme approximates at each step the
4S
nonseparable travel time functions on the paths with functions that are separable
and solves this new problem by applying one of the two algorithms we previously
described.
A Dynamic Relaxation Scheme
Step 0:
Consider an initial feasible flow F0. For example. set Fi(t) = ... = Fp(t) = O and
solve the static shortest path problem for every O/D pair. Then if w, is a shortest
path we found for O/D pair w we set as F° (t) = dt) and F(t) ... = F (t) =
0. for all w.
Step k,:
Approximate the travel time functions with separable functions on every path in
the network by
Tk(t. F )) T -(t), ..., t)..., (t , (63)
for all p = 1, ..., P. Using (63) as travel time functions we compute the dynamic
user-equilibrium solution through Algorithms 1 or 2.
Stop if for a tolerance level e > 0. the solution at step k, satisfies
sptE[O.T] IIFk_(t) - Fkw-(t)II < e.
Remarks:
1. The dynamic relaxation is a direct extension of the classical relaxation scheme
(see for example [13], [49] for more details on the scheme and its convergence).
We solve each step in this method using Algorithms 1 or 2.
2. We should observe that we could also apply the methods in this section by
applying their static version in smaller intervals Jm, where UJm = [O0 T].
Let us illustrate this scheme in the following example.
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Example
Consider the following two O/D pair. disjoint path network.
3 3
Figure 3: A two O/D pair network
This network has two O/'D pairs. One O/D pair is connected through paths
P1 = (1, 3) and p = (2. .51. while the other through paths P2 = 2. 6 and p = (1.4 .
In this example let us consider Mlodel 1". that is. impose assumptions AL. A2. A3'.
A4, A5 and A6. As we did in the example of Section 3. we will derive travel time
functions on the arcs (through assumption A3')
1 1T1(fl(t)) = - fl(t)-1.000. T, f(f2 )) = fs"t'- 2000. T(f 3 (t)= f3 1 '-2.000.3 ~3
1 1 1
T4 (f 4(t)) = f4(t) 2. .00 T (f.5,t) ' f,(t) ° . 00. T6 (f 6(t) =3
Then the travel time functions on the paths expressed as functions of the path flows
follow from relations 11) and (12) in the model. That is.
fl(t) = F(t) Fp3 (t). f 2(t) = Fp(t) Fp4(t). f 3 (t T(f/(t))) = F~:(t).
f(t + ( t))) = F(t ) (t (t))) = p4) (t). f(t + 2(f 2 (t))) = Fp2 (t).
as well as Tp, = T T3. Tp2 = T2 T6. Tp = T + T4 and Tp4 = T 27 T. Therefore.
the travel time functions on the paths become
Tpl(F(t)) = Fp:t 3 + Fp3 (t)+ 3.000. Tp2(F(t) = Fp2 (t) + ,, (t . 000.Tp~~(F~t))) P. " I ~~ 9 FP4 (t) 000.
2 1 1Tp3(F(t)) = 2ip3(t) + 1Fp2 (t) 3. 500. Tp4(F(t)) = Fp4(t) F (t) + , 3500.
These are nonseparable. The demand rates are d1 (t) = -3. 000It - 81 + 15. 000 and
d2 (t) = -2, 000It - 81 + 13 .500. The departure time frame we are considering is
[6, 10]. Let us now apply a step of the dynamic relaxation method for solving Model
1".
Step O: Set all the path flow rates zero and find the shortest path for each O/D
pair. These are paths p and p3. Then set as initial path flow rate. F(t) =
(d1(t), 0. d2(t). 0).
Step 1: We now consider the following separable travel time functions.
(t t - . . (t. Fp (t)) = Fp (t) - 4.500.
TJ,(t,3 Fp,(t)) P 3 =-I00.T 4
~~I 19~~)
T'p (t. Fp (t)) = Fp2(t) 5.000. T 3('t. F 3 (t))= - Fp3 (t) 3. 00.
Using Algorithm 1 or 2. we solve this subproblem as follows. For the first O/D pair
with paths P1 and p4.
p4 (0) < Tpl (0)
The first step of Algorithm 1 concludes that for the departure time frame
t E [8.51, 10] and t E [6, 7.49], only path P4 is used with flow
Fp4 (t) = dl(t). F (t) = 0.
The second step of Algorithm 1 concludes that for the departure time frame t E
(7.49, 8.51) both paths are used with flows
Fpl (t) = -1,4001t-81 + 5.400, F (t) =-1, 600t - 81 + 9 ,600.
For the second O/D pair with paths P2 and p3.
TP3 (0) < T2 (0)
The first step of Algorithm 1 concludes that for the departure time frame [6, 10] it
can never be the case that only the first labeled path p3 is used.
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Therefore. for all t '6. 101 both paths are used. with flows
3 2Fp3 (t) = (d (t)+900) = 1. 2001t-81+ 9.000. F (t) d(t'-900 = -S00t-8-. .500
O o
Step 2: XWe now update the travel time functions as follows.
For the departure time frame t E (7.49. 8.51). we consider
3P It)(t Fpl(t)= 3 t-400t-8 6. 000. (t. i Fp4 t)- - .
800
p2 (t. Fp2(t)) = F(t)-S001t-S8-9. S00. T 3(t. Fp3(t)) = 3Fp (t)- t-$;i . 000.3 3
On the other hand for the departure time frame t [G. 7.49' and t ,S.51. 10'. w-e
consider
9
T2i (t, Ft (t)) = 3F,(t)-400!t-8i1 6. 000. t Fp t. = Fp; (t)-400!t-S 6. 75 j0.
222(,, 800T 2 (t FP2(t)) = FP(t)-l. 500!t-S-.13. 300. T 3 (t. FP3(t) = F 3 (t)-- . 0.
As in Step 1. we apply Algorithm 1 or 2 to olve this new- subproblem.
NVe continue until at some step ,.. for a tolerance level > 0.
supt-OT' : lF' (t) - F' -l(t)11 < .
6 Conclusions
In this paper we studied the dynamic user-equilibrium problem. We first took a
hydrodynamic theory approach to propose a model for general networks. Usina
this model we then computed travel time functions for networks. Our goal was to
propose functions that would capture the d-namics of the system. We proposed
travel time functions on the paths that are separable but also nonseparable. Using
this analysis we the studied how the model simplifies under a variety of conditions.
Finally, we proposed algorithms for solving our model for disjoint path networks. As
a first step we proposed a generalization of the Dafermos and Sparrow equilibration
algorithm. in the nonlinear. d-namic setting. Then w-e proposed a nen- algorithml
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that speeds up the equilibration algorithm by combining it with a binary search
procedure. The algorithms we studied involved at each step, the solution of an
unrestricted minimization problem. For the travel time functions we proposed in
this paper we illustrated how to solve each step in both algorithms. Finally, we
proposed to solve the more general nonseparable. disjoint path model through a
dynamic relaxation scheme.
Continuing this work we intend to undertake the following issues that arise from
the previous analysis.
· Perform a numerical study for realistic networks using the models and the analysis
presented in this paper.
· Use numerical methods to solve the partial differential equations involved in our
models, in order to propose travel time functions but also in order to sole Mlodel 1.
* Propose algorithms for computing a dynamic user-equilibrium solution to Model 1
for general type netrorks.
* Extend our analysis in order to capture problems without a separability property
on the speed. that is. without A3' (or A3", A3"')
· Relax further assumptions A1-A7.
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